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Abstract

This paper studies a natural mechanism, called a homoclinic-doubling cascade, for the

disappearance of period-doubling cascades in vector fields. Simply put, an entire period-

doubling cascade collides with a saddle-type equilibrium. Homoclinic doubling cascades

are known to have self-similar structure. In contrast to the well-known Feigenbaum con-

stant, the scaling constants for homoclinic-doubling depend on the eigenvalues of the saddle

equilibrium.

Specifically, we present here for the first time a detailed study of homoclinic-doubling

cascades in a smooth vector field, namely a three-dimensional polynomial model proposed

by Sandstede. A numerical algorithm is presented for computing homoclinic-doubling cas-

cades in general vector fields, which makes use of the program AUTO/HOMCONT. This

allows us to compute two types of homoclinic-doubling cascades, one where the primary

homoclinic orbit undergoes an inclination flip bifurcation and one where it undergoes an

orbit flip bifurcation. Our results bring out the scaling constants in good agreement with

analytical estimates obtained from one-dimensional maps.

Key words: period-doubling cascades; bifurcations; homoclinic-doubling; numerical

continuation.

PACS: 02.30.Hq; 02.40.Vh; 02.60.Lj; 05.45.+b

1 Introduction

Period-doubling is a central phenomenon within dynamical systems with many ap-

plications and well-developed theory; see for example [1] and references therein.✄
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Feigenbaum [2] explored the well-known universality of sequences or cascades of

successive period doublings and derived the corresponding accumulation rate or

scaling constant of the appropriate renormalisation operator. This constant is equal

to ✝✟✞✡✠☞☛✌☛✍✞✎✞✏✞ and is now called the Feigenbaum constant. Period-doubling cascades

require a single parameter to be varied, but as one varies a second parameter, they

can be created or destroyed. One possibility is that a forward period-doubling cas-

cade is followed by a reverse cascade as a single parameter is varied. In the pa-

rameter plane this corresponds to islands of nested period-doubling curves. See for

example [3] for a particular mechanism likely to cause this, and [4] for peiord-

doubling islands in a laser system.

This paper concerns a different possibility of destroying a period-doubling cascade.

The primary periodic orbit at the head of this cascade collides with a saddle equi-

librium with real eigenvalues to form a homoclinic orbit. The same then happens

to each subsequent orbit in the period-doubling cascade, resulting in the death of

the cascade in its entirety. As a second parameter is changed, the period of each✑✓✒
-periodic limit cycle approaches infinity and in the limit a homoclinic-doubling

cascade is obtained. This was first studied numerically in [5] for a piecewise-linear

vector field and then proved to exist in generic families of vector fields in [6].

Figures 1 and 2 below illustrate this process. All the periodic orbits involved in

the period-doubling cascade in Figure 1 collide with the saddle in Figure 2. In

the process ✔ -homoclinic orbits are created for ✔✖✕ ✑✌✗✙✘✛✚ ✕✢✜✍✞✎✞✏✞✛✣ , that is, orbits

that start in the unstable manifold of the saddle point and come close to this same

equilibrium a further ✔✥✤✧✦ times before returning to the saddle point as ★✪✩ ✫ .

A system in which such a phenomenon exists must have at least two parameters,

one controlling the period-doubling bifurcations and one controlling the period of

the orbits. In parameter space, this corresponds to a sequence of period-doubling

bifurcation curves, all ending in codimension-two bifurcations involving homo-

clinic orbits. What this bifurcation looks like is explained in Section 2, and it is

sketched in Figure 6. Going from left to right in the lower half of this figure re-

sults in a periodic-doubling cascade, whereas doing the same in the top half one

finds no period-doublings at all. At so called homoclinic-doubling bifurcations ✬✮✭
a
✑ ✔ -homoclinic orbit is spawned from an ✔ -homoclinic orbit, giving also rise to

a period-doubling and a saddle-node bifurcation curve. Note that the accumula-

tion rate of the points ✬ is not the same as the usual Feigenbaum number of the

period doublings. In fact there are two scaling constants and these depend on the

eigenvalues of the saddle points as is explained in Section 4 below; see also [5,7].

Homoclinic-doubling can be caused by codimension-two bifurcations involving a

change in the orientation of the vector field around the homoclinic orbit: so called

orbit flips and inclination flips. These are defined carefully in Section 2 below.

They are specific to the case where all eigenvalues of the equilibrium are real.

In the case of complex eigenvalues ✔ -homoclinic orbits are much more common

[8], but these do not concern us here. Orbit flip homoclinic orbits, which are non-

principal, were mainly treated by Sandstede [9]. Inclination flip or critically twisted
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Fig. 1. Periodic orbits in phase space of a period-doubling cascade. The panels show✲ -periodic orbits where ✲ runs in powers of two from ✳ to ✴✶✵ from (a) to (f). The re-

sults are for Sandstede’s model (1) with parameter values given in the first row of Table 2

and ✷✹✸✻✺✽✼☞✾✿✼❀✵ . The values of ❁ are ✳✏✾❂✳❃✼❀❄✏✼❀❅✎❆❈❇❉✳✏✾✿✼❀❄☞✳❉❊✶❅❀❋✌❇●✳✏✾✿✼❍❅✶❅❀✴✶❄❀✵✌❇❉✳✶✾✿✼✓❅❀■❀❊✶❄✶❄☞❇❉✳✶✾✿✼❀❅✓■✏❋❀❋☞✳
and ✳✏✾✿✼❀❅❀■✏❋☞✳❉❄ , respectively.

homoclinic orbits have been investigated by Homburg, Kokubu and Naudot [6],

Kisaka, Kokubu and Oka [10,11] and Naudot [12]. For certain configurations of

eigenvalues at the saddle point these homoclinic flip bifurcations cannot only cause

homoclinic-doubling, but may also generate chaos; see Section 2 for more details.
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Fig. 2. Homoclinic orbits in phase space of a homoclinic-doubling cascade. The

panels show ✲ -homoclinic orbits where ✲ runs in powers of two from ✳ to ✴✶✵
from (a) to (f). Notice how each homoclinic orbit corresponds to a periodic

orbit from Figure 1 having hit the saddle point at the origin. The results are

for model (1) with parameter values in the top row of Table 2, where ❏❑❁▲❇▼✷❖◆
are ❏✙✳✏✾❂✳❉✵☞✳✏❇P✼✓◆ , ❏✙✳✏✾❂✳❃✼❀❄✏✼❀❅✎❆❈❇❃✺◗❅✌✾❘❄❀■✏❋✶❊✏✼❀✵ ❙❚✳❃✼☞❯ ✆ ◆ , ❏✙✳✏✾✿✼❀❄☞✳❉❊✶❅✶❋✌❇❃✺❱✳✏✾❘✴✶❊✎❆❀✼❀❄❀✴ ❙✖✳❃✼✌❯ ☎ ◆ ,❏✙✳✏✾✿✼❀❅✶❅✶✴✶❄✶✵✌❇❃✺❲✳✏✾❳❆✓✴✶❋✶❊✶✴✓❊ ❙ ✳❃✼✌❯ ☎ ◆ , ❏✙✳✏✾✿✼❀❅❀■✏❊✶❄✶❄✌❇❃✺❲✳✏✾❳❆✶❆✓❋✶❄✶✵❀■ ❙ ✳❃✼☞❯ ☎ ◆ and❏✙✳✏✾✿✼❀❅❀■✏❋✶❋☞✳✏❇❃✺❲✳✏✾❳❆✶❆✓❅✏✼✓■❈✳✍❙❀✳❃✼✌❯ ☎ ◆ , respectively.

Different applications in which homoclinic flip bifurcations occur have also been

studied. Amongst these are the FitzHugh-Nagumo nerve-axon equations [13], Koper’s
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model for electro-chemical oscillators [14], and the Shimitzu-Morioka equations

for convection instabilities [15–17]. In each of these applications a single incli-

nation flip was found, but no specific investigation was made to see if it is part

of a larger homoclinic-doubling cascade. Many other examples of applications of

homoclinic bifurcations and homoclinic chaos can be found in [18].

A purpose of this paper is to present a numerical algorithm to find a homoclinic-

doubling cascade, that is, to numerically locate the successive homoclinic-doubling

points and all bifurcation curves involved. Our investigations confirm the theory in

[6,19] about the existence of a homoclinic-doubling cascade and closely correspond

to the results of [5] where a piecewise-linear vector field and a one-dimensional

map modelling a general homoclinic-doubling cascade are considered. The novel

approach in this paper is that a smooth vector field is used, which can be seen as

typical, so that it serves as a model for what homoclinic-doubling cascades look like

in applications. The specific model we take is that introduced by Sandstede [20],

which was specifically constructed to admit the global bifurcations under consider-

ation here. The numerics are performed with AUTO/HOMCONT [15,21,22].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of the theory

on the codimension-one and -two bifurcations that are relevant to the homoclinic-

doubling cascade treated in here. Section 3 then introduces Sandstede’s model and

presents the results of our numerical investigations. Homoclinic-doubling cascades

triggered by an inclination flip and by an orbit flip are treated in detail. In the

process we describe a general numerical procedure for computing homoclinic-

doubling cascades in example systems. In Section 4 the scaling laws of the homo-

clinic-doubling cascade from our numerical results are examined and compared

with iterates of appropriately defined one-dimensional maps. A good agreement is

found between our numerical results and the existing theory. Section 5 contains

conclusions, a general discussion and an outlook to future research.

2 Homoclinic bifurcations

In this section we review results from the homoclinic bifurcation theory litera-

ture that are relevant for our study of the death of a period-doubling cascade in

a homoclinic-doubling cascade. We first consider codimension-one homoclinic or-

bits to a saddle point with real eigenvalues. The homoclinic doublings occur at

codimension-two homoclinic flip bifurcations which we explain before review-

ing what is known about the homoclinic-doubling cascade itself. We explain that

homoclinic-doubling cascades can be found near certain codimension-three homo-

clinic bifurcations called resonant homoclinic flip points.

To be more precise, consider bifurcations of a homoclinic orbit to a hyperbolic

equilibrium in a three-dimensional vector field. Note that, by homoclinic center

5



manifold techniques, these results are also valid in higher dimensional spaces; see

[23,24]. The equilibrium can be taken to be the origin and is assumed to have two

stable (negative) and one unstable (positive) eigenvalue, denoted by ✤❩❨❭❬❪❬ , ✤❫❨❴❬
and ❨❛❵❜✕❝✦ , respectively. Note that it is always possible to scale any vector field

having a real saddle equilibrium to achieve these eigenvalues (with a reversal of the

direction of time if necessary). We further assume that ✤❫❨❞❬❪❬❢❡❣✤❩❨❤❬✐❡❥✜ .
❦ ❬

❧

❦ ❬

❧
(a) (b)

✯ ❬ ✯ ❬
✯ ❵✯ ❵

✯ ❬♠❬ ✯ ❬♠❬

❧❧

❦ ❬
(c)

(d)

❦ ❬

✯ ❵
✯ ❬ ✯ ❬

✯ ❬♠❬
✯ ❵

✯ ❬❪❬

Fig. 3. An orientable (a) and a twisted (b) codimension-one homoclinic orbit. In an incli-

nation flip (c) the orientation of ♥ ❬ changes. The inclination flip depicted corresponds to

the case ♦ ❬❪❬◗♣ ✵❀♦ ❬ , investigated here. If ♦ ❬❪❬◗q ✵❀♦ ❬ , the stable manifold is shallow instead

of sharp at the unstable direction near the equilibrium. The orientation of ♥ ❬ also changes

in an orbit flip (d).

A homoclinic orbit to such a saddle point, such as those in Figure 2, is generically

of codimension-one. The genericity conditions that need to be satisfied (see also

[19] for more discussion) are

(G1) ❨❤❬❩r✕s✦
(G2) In positive time the homoclinic orbit approaches the origin tangent to the weak

stable direction, which is the eigenvector associated with ✤❩❨t❬ .
(G3) The two-dimensional stable manifold

❦ ❬
returns tangent to the strong stable

direction, if followed backwards in time along the homoclinic orbit. This is called

the strong inclination property [25,26].
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A key observation is that for a generic codimension-one homoclinic orbit there are

two geometrically different possibilities. The stable manifold
❦ ❬

when followed

along the homoclinic orbit is either orientable or twisted. This is depicted in Fig-

ure 3 (a) and (b), respectively. In the orientable case the stable manifold is topolog-

ically a cylinder and in the twisted case it is a Möbius strip. This distinction turns

out to be crucial in what follows.

If exactly one of the above genericity conditions fails then there is a codimension-

two bifurcation. Violation of (G1) gives a resonant homoclinic orbit [27]. This case

does not occur in the homoclinic-doubling cascade we investigate in this paper. If

either (G2) or (G3) fails one speaks of a homoclinic flip bifurcation, namely of an

orbit flip if (G2) is not satisfied and of an inclination flip if (G3) is not satisfied.

The homoclinic orbit at a homoclinic flip bifurcation is depicted in Figure 3(c) for

the inclination flip and in Figure 3(d) for the orbit flip.

For both an orbit flip and an inclination flip the stable manifold is neither orientable

nor twisted, but is somewhere “in between”; see Figure 3 (c) and (d). Passing

through either of these bifurcations changes the orientation of the stable manifold❦ ❬
, hence the name homoclinic flip bifurcation. It turns out that the dynamics in

a neighbourhood (in parameter and phase space) of an orbit flip and an inclination

flip behave essentially in the same way. The key feature of these flips is that the

stable manifold changes its orientation; see also [28].

For a homoclinic flip bifurcation to be of codimension two extra genericity condi-

tions must be satisfied. This leads to three cases. Which case occurs depends on the

eigenvalues ❨❤❬ and ❨❴❬♠❬ as depicted in Figure 4. Note that, although the bifurcations

in these cases are qualitatively the same for both the orbit flip and the inclination

flip, the eigenvalue conditions defining the case are different.

Notation Description✲ ❬ A stable ✲ -periodic orbit exits.✲ ❵ An unstable ✲ -periodic orbit of saddle type exits.✉☞✈ ✒
A saddle-node bifurcation of ✲ -periodic orbits.✇②① ✒
A period-doubling of an ✲ -periodic orbit.

Hopf A Hopf bifurcation.③④✒⑤⑦⑥✙⑧ A twisted ( ⑨ ) or orientable ( ⑩ ) ✲ -homoclinic bifurcation.❶ All codimension-two bifurcations (such as homoclinic flips, cusp,

degenerate Hopf, degenerate
✇②①

) are marked by a dot.

Table 1

The notation used in the bifurcation diagrams

❷
No extra bifurcations occur.
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(a) (b)

✄☎
1

❨❴❬♠❬

❷

❸ ✬

❨❤❬

1

❷

1 ❨❤❬♠❬

1

❨❤❬

❸
✬

Fig. 4. Eigenvalue regions in which the codimension-two unfolding of an inclination flip

(a) and an orbit flip (b) are of the types ❹❺❇P❻ and ❼ sketched in Figure 5.

✬ A homoclinic-doubling bifurcation occurs. This involves a period-doubling bi-

furcation ❽❿❾ ✄ and a
✑
-homoclinic bifurcation ➀ ☎⑧ on the twisted side and a

saddle-node bifurcation ➁➃➂ ✄
on the orientable side.❸

The bifurcation diagram consists of a fan of infinitely many ✔ -periodic and ✔ -

homoclinic orbits for arbitrary ✔ and a region with horseshoe dynamics.

➀ ✄⑧ ➀ ✄⑤ ➀ ✄⑤

➀ ☎⑧

✬➀ ✄⑧
✦ ❬ ✦ ❬ ✦ ❬ ✑ ❵

✦ ❬ ✦ ❵
✦ ❵

❽❿❾ ☎
shift-dyn➀❜➄⑤➀ ☎⑤➀ ✄⑤➀ ✄⑧

➁➃➂ ✄
❽❿❾ ✄

❽❿❾ ✄

➁➃➂ ✄

➅ ✄
➅ ☎

❸❷

Fig. 5. The different cases of codimension-two homoclinic flip bifurcations for the eigen-

value conditions in Figure 4. In ❹ there are no extra bifurcations, ❻ is called homo-

clinic-doubling, and ❼ depicts one configuration of an infinite bifurcation fan involving

the creation of chaotic dynamics through the break-up of a horseshoe.

Bifurcation diagrams of the associated unfoldings are given in Figure 5, where ➅ ✄
breaks the flip and ➅ ☎ breaks the existence of the homoclinic orbit. The structure of

the unfolding of a bifurcation of type ✬ was found in [10,11,6] for the inclination

flip, and in [9] for the orbit flip. For an overview of the fan depicted in Figure 5 and

the other possibilities for type
❸

see [19] and further references therein. The main

tool in the literature for analysing homoclinic-doubling cascades is the use of one-

dimensional unimodal maps, which are reductions of Poincaré mappings along the

homoclinic orbit. These maps may also be derived in a functional analytic fashion

using a method due to X.B. Lin; see [9]. The one-dimensional maps are especially

useful for investigating the scaling laws, as is discussed in Section 4.
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✬④➆
➁➃➂ ☎

➁➃➂ ✄
➀ ☎⑧ ➀ ➄⑧ ➁➃➂ ➄

✬➈➇ ✬➊➉ ✬➌➋
✦ ❬ ✦ ❵ ✑ ❬

✦ ❵ ✑ ❵ ✑ ❬
✦ ❬ ✑ ❵

➀ ✄⑧ ✦ ❵ ✑ ❵ ✝ ❬
❽❿❾ ✄ ❽❿❾ ☎ ❽❿❾➈➍❽✽❾ ➄

✦ ❵

✦ ❬ ✦ ❵

➀ ☎⑤➀ ✄⑤ ➀❜➄⑤ ➀ ➍⑤

Fig. 6. Qualitative sketch of a homoclinic-doubling cascade. Orientable homoclinic or-

bits undergo homoclinic-doubling in the points ❻ ➇❉➎ , which accumulate at a limit. Cutting

across this structure from left to right below the cascade results in a period-doubling cas-

cade. The saddle-node bifurcations make the structure consistent.

The codimension-two homoclinic flip bifurcations of type ✬ in Figure 5(b) are the

main building blocks of a homoclinic-doubling cascade, and we now discuss them

in detail. In this and subsequent diagrams we use the notation given in Table 1. Not

only are the bifurcation curves labelled, but also the limit cycles in different regions

of the bifurcation diagram are denoted as being either stable or unstable by the use

of the superscripts ➏ or ➐ . This is of great help for checking that the bifurcation

diagrams are consistent. The primary homoclinic orbit changes from orientable to

twisted at the homoclinic flip bifurcation point ✬ , changing the curve ➀ ✄⑧ to ➀ ✄⑤ . A

saddle node curve ➁➃➂ ✄ originates at ✬ from the orientable side, that is, tangent to➀ ✄⑧ . A period-doubling bifurcation PD
✄

and an orientable
✑
-homoclinic bifurcation➀ ☎⑧ originate at ✬ on the twisted side, that is, tangent to ➀ ✄⑤ . These curves are

exponentially close to the homoclinic bifurcation curve ➀ ✄⑧▼⑥♠⑤ .
Figure 5(b) is a consistent unfolding as can be checked by making one loop around✬ and considering the types of periodic orbits existing in the different regions. As

we start counter-clockwise from the lower right-hand corner, where no periodic

orbits exist, crossing ➀ ✄⑤ an unstable ✦ -periodic orbit ✦ ❵ bifurcates and then under-

goes a period-doubling at ❽❿❾ ✄ . Therefore, both a stable ✦ -periodic orbit ✦ ❬ and an

unstable
✑
-periodic orbit

✑ ❵
exist above ❽❿❾ ✄ . The period of

✑ ❵
then increases and

it disappears in ➀ ☎⑧ . The periodic orbit ✦ ❬ continues to exist, even as ➀ ✄⑧ is crossed

and an unstable limit cycle ✦ ❵ bifurcates from ➀ ✄⑧ . The periodic orbits ✦ ❬ and ✦ ❵ can

then be followed until they disappear in the saddle-node curve SN
✄
. Now no limit

cycles are present anymore and we are back where we started.

In [6] it was proved for the orbit flip and in [19] for the inclination flip that a

homoclinic-doubling cascade occurs near a central codimension-three point on the

border between ✬ and
❸

. That is, there are sequences of ✬ -type homoclinic flips

so that ➀ ✄⑧ doubles to ➀ ☎⑧ , followed by ➀ ☎⑧ doubling to ➀❜➄⑧ , ➀❜➄⑧ to ➀ ➍⑧ , and so on.

Such a codimension-three point is called a resonant homoclinic flip bifurcation.

The results can be summarized in the following theorem, which should be read in

conjunction with Figure 4.
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Theorem 1 [6,19] A homoclinic-doubling cascade occurs near one of the follow-

ing resonant homoclinic flip bifurcations:

(a) A primary inclination flip bifurcation on the border from ✬ to
❸

, that is for

the eigenvalue conditions:

❨❴❬♠❬➑✕➒✦ where
✦✑ ❡✖❨❴❬✐❡✧✦ ✘ and

❨❤❬❿✕ ✦✑➔➓ ✜ where ❨❤❬❪❬ ➓ ✦✌✞
(b) A primary orbit flip bifurcation on the border from ✬ to

❸
, but only for the

eigenvalue conditions

❨❴❬♠❬➑✕➒✦ where
✦✑ ❡→❨❤❬◗❡❣✦☞✞

In both cases the cascade consists of inclination flips. It can be found in the region

where inclination flips of type ✬ occur, which explains the condition ❨t❬ ➓ ✦❀➣ ✑ in

(b).

An intuitive explanation for the fact that all non-primary homoclinic flip bifurca-

tions are inclination flips is that a sequence of inclination flips seems to be more

generic than a sequence of orbit flips, as it only involves a qualitative change in

the structure of the stable manifold, and not in the structure of the homoclinic orbit

itself.

Theorem 1 proves that homoclinic-doubling cascades exist. But, how might ✬ -type

codimension-two homoclinic flip bifurcations be connected to each other to form a

cascade? The simplest consistent way seems to be the one depicted in Figure 6. This

was conjectured in [6] and indicated by the numerics on a piecewise-linear vector

field in [5]. As we take a closer look, the homoclinic orbit at the curve ➀ ☎⑧ which

originates from the flip at ✬✮➆ undergoes a further homoclinic flip bifurcation itself.

This means that the
✑
-homoclinic orbit becomes twisted in another homoclinic-

doubling bifurcation at ✬❺➇ . A ✝ -homoclinic orbit originates from this bifurcation

and undergoes a homoclinic flip bifurcation, and so on. From each of the points✬➈✭ , a period-doubling bifurcation originates, resulting in a period-doubling cascade

where the curves ❽❿❾ ✒ cross the curves ➀ ☎ ✒⑧ . This is possible because a degener-

ate period-doubling bifurcation occurs, so that the period-doubling takes place in

the opposite direction and for the opposite stability of the orbits than before. The

periodic orbit ↔ ✑ ☎ ✒☞↕ ❬ now disappears, together with an unstable limit cycle ↔ ✑ ☎ ✒☞↕ ❵ ,
at the saddle-node curve ➁➃➂ ☎ ✒ originating from the degenerate period-doubling bi-

furcation. Now this saddle-node curve can be nicely connected to the next point✬ of the corresponding order. The purpose of our numerical investigations in the

forthcoming section is to confirm this structure.

The study of the codimension-three singularities at the heart of the parameter in
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Theorem 1 is the subject of [29]. We remark that it is relatively straightforward

to find a codimension-three resonant homoclinic flip bifurcation numerically us-

ing AUTO/HOMCONT. On the other hand, finding an actual homoclinic-doubling

cascade is a challenge and as we are about to see it involves many continuation

steps.

3 Numerical investigation

In this section we investigate the homoclinic-doubling cascade numerically in Sand-

stede’s model, which is introduced in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2 we present a nu-

merical approach that can be used to find homoclinic-doubling cascades in arbi-

trary vector fields. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 then contain the specific application of this

approach to Sandstede’s model. We first consider a homoclinic-doubling cascade

where the primary homoclinic orbit undergoes a ✬ -type inclination flip and second

a homoclinic-doubling cascade where it undergoes a ✬ -type orbit flip.

3.1 Sandstede’s model

The numerical results which follow are all for a model introduced by Sandstede

[20]. It was explicitly constructed to contain codimension-two inclination and orbit

flips for any eigenvalue configuration. The model is polynomial and is given by the

following set of equations:➙✯ ✕✧➛ ✯➈➜➞➝ ✰ ✤➟➛ ✯ ☎ ➜ ↔✶➠➡ ✤➤➢ ✱ ↕ ✯ ↔ ✑ ✤➟➥ ✯ ↕ ➜➞➦ ✱ ✘➙✰ ✕ ➝✛✯➧➜ ➛ ✰ ✤ ➥ ✑ ➝✛✯ ☎ ✤ ➥ ✑ ➛ ✯ ✰ ✤➨↔✏➠➡ ✤➤➢ ✱ ↕➩✑ ✰ ✤ ➦ ✱ ✘➙✱ ✕✧➫ ✱ ➜ ➡ ✯➈➜➤➭❴✯ ✱ ➜ ➢②➯◗↔ ✯ ☎ ↔P✦✍✤ ✯ ↕ ✤ ✰ ☎ ↕ ✞
(1)

Here ➛ ✘ ➝ ✘ ➫ ✘ ➡ ✘ ➠➡ ✘ ➢ ✘ ➯ ✘ ➭ and
➦

are parameters which take particular values at the

different bifurcations. In the present context, the parameter
➦

may be set to zero.

The vector field was constructed as a perturbation of a vector field in which the

Cartesian leaf ➲➳↔ ✯ ✘ ✰ ✘ ✱ ↕❀➵ ✯ ☎ ↔P✦✍✤ ✯ ↕ ✤ ✰ ☎ ✕➸✜ ✘ ✱ ✕➸✜➳➺ is a solution for ↔ ➡ ✘ ➠➡ ↕ ✕✧✜ . If

we also set ➛➈✕➨✜ and
➝ ✕➒✦ then there exists an explicit homoclinic solution to the

origin given by

↔ ✯ ↔➻★ ↕❉✘ ✰ ↔➼★ ↕●✘ ✱ ↔➻★ ↕➩↕ ✕s↔➽✦✍✤➨↔ ✦➾✤➟➚ ⑤✦ ➜ ➚ ⑤ ↕ ☎ ✘ ✝❈➚ ⑤ ✦✍✤➟➚ ⑤↔P✦ ➜ ➚ ⑤ ↕ ✆ ✘ ✜ ↕●✘ (2)

which is contained in the Cartesian leaf defined here. Using this solution as a start-

ing point, curves of homoclinic orbits can be followed using HOMCONT [22]; see

Section 3.2 for details.
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The eigenvalues of the linearisation at the origin are given by

❨ ✄▼➪ ☎ ✕➸➛❩➶✧➹ ➝ ☎ ➜ ✝②➠➡ ☎ ✘ ❨ ✆ ✕✧➫❀✞
In this setting we take

➵ ➛ ➵ ❡ ➝ ✘ ✜❺❡ ➝ and ➫❫❡→✜ and the eigenvalues are fixed at ✤ ✑ ,✤❩✜➳✞➴➘☞✣ and ✦ . We use the following properties of (1).

Theorem 2 [20] A homoclinic solution
❧

of (1) contained in the Cartesian leaf,➲➳↔ ✯ ✘ ✰ ✘ ✱ ↕✶➵ ✯ ☎ ↔P✦➌✤ ✯ ↕ ✤ ✰ ☎ ✕➷✜ ✘ ✱ ✕➷✜➳➺ exists for ↔ ➡ ✘ ➠➡ ↕ ✕➷✜ . Furthermore, the

following holds:

(a) An inclination flip occurs for ➫❩❡→➛➬✤ ➝ and ➯✥✕s✦ . This bifurcation is unfolded

by the parameters ➡ and ➢➮✤➱➢②✃ for a certain ➢▲✃ depending on ➛ ✘ ➝ ✘ ➫ and
➭

.

Moreover, in the unfolding the parameter ➡ breaks the homoclinic orbit and➢❐✤➤➢▲✃ changes the orientation of
❦ ❬

.

(b) An orbit flip occurs for ➫ ➓ ➛➬✤ ➝ , ➯❐✕✧✜ and sufficiently small ➢ , where ➢ ➓ ✜ .
The unfolding parameters are ➡ and ➠➡ . These are both involved in breaking

the homoclinic orbit and in changing the orientation of
❦ ❬

.

This result shows that Sandstede’s model is well-suited to study homoclinic-doubling

cascades, both where the primary homoclinic bifurcation is an inclination flip and

where it is an orbit flip. By exhaustive numerical computations we have found these

homoclinic-doubling cascades in this model. We first give the algorithm we used

to obtain such a cascade, and then present our results for both types of homoclinic

flip bifurcations in detail.

3.2 The general approach

For our numerical investigation we used the package AUTO [22], which includes

the homoclinic continuation code HOMCONT. AUTO is a general two-point bound-

ary value code, employing Gauss–Legendre collocation and pseudo-arclength con-

tinuation. AUTO can continue periodic orbits as one parameter varies. It can also

detect and continue period-doubling and saddle-node bifurcations of periodic or-

bits. In AUTO, the period of any periodic orbit is rescaled to one and solution data

is represented at a defined number ❒❈❮➃❰✌❮◗Ï➾❒ÑÐ➳Ò☞Ó of points, where ❒❈❮➃❰✌❮ is the number

of mesh intervals and ❒ÑÐÑÒ☞Ó (typically ❒ÑÐ➳Ò☞Ó❐✕Ô✝ ) denotes the number of so called

Gauss collocation points per mesh interval. The coordinates of the orbit are given

as mesh points for values of the rescaled time ★ , where ✜❺Õ❚★✐ÕÖ✦ . In the extension

HOMCONT a homoclinic orbit is described in the same way, with the additional

property that the points at ★×✕Ø✜ and ★×✕ ✦ are close to the equilibrium along

the stable and unstable linear eigenspaces, respectively. In this setup both periodic

orbits and homoclinic orbits can be continued by solving boundary value prob-

lems. HOMCONT can also detect orbit flips, and by solving an extended problem

using additional information about the orientation of the stable manifold, inclina-
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tion flips; see [21]. This latter step involves the solution of the adjoint variational

equations, which doubles the size of the system being solved. Both homoclinic flip

bifurcations can be continued in three parameters.

The first step in computing homoclinic bifurcations is to find an initial homoclinic

orbit. This can be done in HOMCONT by continuing directly from an explicitly

given homoclinic solution, by continuing a periodic orbit to infinite period or by

homotopy; see [22]. In our subsequent computations we start from the explicit so-

lution (2).

An important ingredient of our method is the ability to switch the continuation from

a homoclinic orbit to a periodic orbit and back. AUTO readily switches from a ho-

moclinic orbit to the continuation of the bifurcating high-periodic orbit. However,

switching from a high-periodic orbit to a homoclinic bifurcation is more difficult.

As the period of the orbit increases, the equilibrium is generally approached for a

value of ★ which is not equal to ✜ or ✦ in the data-structure describing the orbit.

Therefore, this structure needs to be rotated in such a way that it starts and ends

near the equilibrium. A phase-shift routine that does this is a new feature that we

have incorporated into HOMCONT.

If we combine all these capabilities, we can construct an algorithm to find a homo-

clinic-doubling cascade. One step of this algorithm is as follows:

Ù Follow a primary ✔ -homoclinic orbit as two parameters vary using HOMCONT

and detect a homoclinic flip bifurcation, which is either an inclination flip or an

orbit flip.Ù At some distance along the homoclinic curve from this homoclinic flip bifurca-

tion, switch to the continuation of a periodic orbit using regular AUTO continu-

ation.Ù AUTO can detect a period-doubling or a saddle-node bifurcation.Ù These bifurcations can then be followed in two parameters.Ù At a period-doubling bifurcation, let AUTO switch to the period-doubled orbit

and continue it to such a high period that it becomes a good approximation of a

homoclinic orbit.Ù After using the newly implemented phase-shift routine, this orbit can be contin-

ued as a
✑ ✔ -homoclinic orbit using HOMCONT.

This process can be repeated arbitrarily many times in theory, but is in practice re-

stricted to ✔✖Õ✻➥ ✑ in this study due to memory constraints in AUTO/HOMCONT

and the increasing numerical accuracy which is needed to continue the bifurcations.

Specifically, at each period-doubling the number of mesh points (collocation inter-

vals) ❒❈❮➃❰✌❮ must be doubled. Starting the algorithm with ❒❈❮✟❰✌❮④✕➸➥☞✜ , we found that✔❜✕➸➥ ✑ was the limit we were able to reach on a moderate sized workstation. Also,

at this level, as we see below, certain saddle-node bifurcation curves were found to

be too close to other bifurcation curves to be continued in AUTO.
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The above algorithm gives a way of calculating a homoclinic-doubling cascade

which, once started from the primary homoclinic orbit, only involves continuation.

The whole homoclinic-doubling cascade is computed step by step thereafter, and

as such, the process could be automated.

3.3 Results on the inclination flip

The above algorithm was applied to obtain a homoclinic-doubling cascade starting

with an inclination flip bifurcation of the primary homoclinic orbit. First the differ-

ent parameters in Sandstede’s model need to be fixed. Following Theorem 2(a) we

set ➠➡ ✕✧✜ . This simplifies the eigenvalues to ❨ ✄ ✕✧➛✍✤ ➝ , ❨ ☎ ✕➸➛ ➜Ú➝ and ❨ ✆ ✕✧➫ . As

stated in Section 3.1, we choose to achieve the eigenvalues ❨ ✄ ✕✻✤ ✑ , ❨ ☎ ✕Û✤❱✜✟✞✡➘☞✣
and ❨ ✆ ✕Û✦ and, therefore, set ➛✮✕Ö✜✟✞⑦✦ ✑ ✣ , ➝ ✕Ö✜✟✞✡Ü☞➘☞✣ and ➫✪✕Û✤ ✑ . These eigenval-

ues are sufficiently close to the transition between ✬ and
❸

mentioned in Theorem

1(a), but far enough to obtain good separation of bifurcation curves. The inclina-

tion flip is unfolded by ➢Ý✤→➢▲✃ for a certain value of ➢②✃ . As stated in Theorem 2,

a homoclinic bifurcation existing at ➡ ✕Þ✜ is unfolded by the parameter ➡ . The

parameter
➭

controls a normal-form coefficient in the codimension-two bifurcation

in such a way that the curves in the unfolding move closer together or further apart

as
➭

is varied. We set
➭ ✕ß➥ . A suitable choice of ➢➬✃ can be found numerically

by continuing a homoclinic orbit in HOMCONT in ➢ and ➡ . On increasing ➢ from

zero, the first inclination flip we found was at ➢➬✃❲à✻✦✌✞á✦✶☛✌➥☞✜☞➥❈✣ , and this is the point✬④➆ from which we started the numerical investigation of the homoclinic-doubling

cascade. Table 2 gives an overview of the different parameter values.

Parameter â ã ä ❁ å æ ç ✷ è✷
Inclination flip ✼☞✾❂✳❉✵✶❋ ✼☞✾❘❅❀■✏❋ ✺◗✵ free ✳ ✴ ✼ free ✼
Orbit flip ✺✽✼☞✾❘❋ é ✵✌✾❘✵✶❋✍✺ê❆❤è✷ ☎ ✺✽✼☞✾ë■✏❋ ✳ ✼ ✳ ✼ free free

Table 2

Parameter values of (1) used in our numerical investigations.

The results of the numerical computations can be found in Figures 7 and 8. The

notation is summarized in Table 1, as was also explained in Section 2. This figure

consists of homoclinic, period-doubling and saddle-node bifurcation curves, organ-

ised by homoclinic inclination flip points ✬❺✭ of increasing order into a homoclinic-

doubling cascade. The structure of the homoclinic-doubling cascade is brought out

further in Figure 8, where the successive panels (a), (b) and (c) are plotted relative to

the ✦ , ✑ and ✝ -homoclinic bifurcation curves ➀ ✄⑧▼⑥♠⑤ ✘ ➀ ☎⑧✙⑥♠⑤ and ➀ ➄⑧▼⑥♠⑤ , respectively. This

means that the vertical axis in each of these panels shows the distance in ➡ from the

respective homoclinic curve. By applying this technique we obtain a much clearer

way of viewing the details than by simply zooming in on the relevant regions in Fig-

ure 7. This cascade in Figures 7 and 8 has indeed the structure sketched in Figure 6,

but it actually shows what a homoclinic-doubling cascade looks like in a real vec-
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tor field. Figures 7 and 8 make the point that one can regard a homoclinic-doubling

cascade as the limit of a period-doubling cascade as the period of its orbits goes to

infinity. See Figures 1 and 2 for the orbits involved in these two cascades.

Let us explain a few details of how we obtained these results. Starting from the

Cartesian leaf solution (2), the primary homoclinic orbit was followed in ➢ and ➡ ,

which indeed yielded the horizontal line: ➲ ➡ ✕ì✜➳➺ for the bifurcations ➀ ✄⑧✙⑥♠⑤ de-

picted in Figure 7. At ➢➞✕í✦☞✞⑦✦✶➥❈✣ , the homoclinic orbit was then used as a starting

point for the continuation in the negative ➡ -direction of an unstable limit cycle ✦ ❵ .
AUTO detected a period-doubling bifurcation for ➡ àî✤❱➥✟✞✡➘✌Ü❈➘☞✣❍☛☞✜êÏ❚✦✏✜ ❯ ✆ . This

period-doubling bifurcation was continued in two parameters and gives the curve❽❿❾ ✄ . After that we switched onto the unstable period-doubled limit cycle
✑ ❵

and

continued it in ➡ . In so doing, the period grows to infinity, a clear sign that the

trajectory is becoming a
✑
-homoclinic orbit. At this point we followed this orbit as

a
✑
-homoclinic orbit, after applying the phase-shift routine mention in Section 3.2.

The
✑
-homoclinic bifurcation was then continued in the two parameters ➢ and ➡

to obtain the homoclinic bifurcation curve ➀ ☎⑧ . HOMCONT then detected an incli-

nation flip ( ✬➈➇ at ➡ ✕ ✦☞✞⑦✦ ✑ ✦ ✑☞✑ ✝ ✘ ➢ï✕ ✤❱✠✟✞✡✣✌➥☞✜ ✑ ✦☞✦ñð❖✦✶✜ ❯ ✆ ) for this orbit. From a

point with lower ➡ on the curve ❽✽❾ ✄ , AUTO detected a new period-doubling bi-

furcation when the period-doubled orbit
✑ ❵

was continued for decreasing ➢ . Thus

we have obtained the periodic orbit ✝ ❵ , which was continued to a ✝ -homoclinic or-

bit, and so on. The saddle-node curves were detected and continued by following

a periodic orbit from a homoclinic curve or a period-doubling bifurcation. AUTO

detected saddle-node bifurcations, which were then continued in two parameters.

The saddle-node curves ➁➃➂ ☎ and ➁➃➂ ➄ are close to the other neighbouring bifur-

cation curves. With the curve ➁➃➂ê➍ this is even more extreme, and the numerical

accuracy of AUTO (double precision) is not sufficient to follow it.

Notice the striking self-similarity in Figure 8. The only visual differences between

Figures 8 (a), (b) and (c) are the scale and the order of the bifurcations occurring in

them. This self-similarity is discussed further in Section 4.

3.4 Results on the orbit flip

We now apply the algorithm in Section 3.2 to find a homoclinic-doubling cascade

where the primary homoclinic orbit undergoes an orbit flip. All subsequent homo-

clinic flips ( ✬➈➇ and higher) are inclination flips just like in the previous section; see

also Theorem 1. In fact, the results for this case are strikingly similar to the pre-

vious one, suggesting that the structure of homoclinic-doubling cascades is largely

insensitive to whether these flips were brought about by an an orbit flip or an incli-

nation flip. This is another confirmation of the fact that the important ingredient is

the flip, that is, the change of orientation of
❦ ❬

; see [28] and [19].
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✦ ❬✦ ❵

✦ ❵ ✑ ❵
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✬④➆
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➢

➡
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-0.015

-0.01
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0

1.08 1.12 1.16 1.2

Fig. 7. A numerical picture of a homoclinic-doubling cascade in (1), where the primary

homoclinic orbit undergoes an inclination flip at ❻ ➆ . See the first row of Table 2 for the

values of the other parameters.

According to Theorem 2(b), in order to obtain an orbit flip we must have ➢ not too

large, ➛❩✤ ➝ ❡❥➫ and ➯✥✕➨✜ . Then the homoclinic orbit
❧

of (1) undergoes a generic

orbit-flip bifurcation with respect to the parameters ↔ ➡ ✘ ➠➡ ↕ . Since again we choose

to have ❨❛❵ò✕ï✦ , ❨❴❬♠❬❿✕ ✑ and ❨❤❬❿✕❣✜✟✞✡➘☞✣ , and ➛➊✤ ➝ ❡❚➫ if ➠➡ ✕❣✜ , we must have that➛ and
➝

satisfy

❨❤❬❪❬➑✕Ö✤➊↔❪➛ñ✤ ➹ ➝ ☎ ➜ ✝②➠➡ ☎ ↕ ✕ ✑➳✘
❨➃❵ó✕➸➛ ➜ ➹ ➝ ☎ ➜ ✝▲➠➡ ☎ ✕Ö✦ ✘❨❴❬❿✕Ö✤❱➫✍✕✧✜✟✞✡➘☞✣➳✞

These values of eigenvalues are again sufficiently close to the transition ✬ô✤ ❸
mentioned in Theorem 1(b). Furthermore, we have set ➢õ✕ ✦ and

➭ ✕ ✦ . See

Table 2 for a list of the different parameter values that we used.

For this orbit flip case, the results of the numerical computations can be found in

Figures 9 and 10, where the latter shows the consecutive enlargements relative to

the curves ➀ ✄⑧✙⑥♠⑤ ✘ ➀ ☎⑧▼⑥♠⑤ and ➀ ➄⑧▼⑥♠⑤ , just like in Figure 8. These figures consist of the

same bifurcation curves as for the inclination flip case, now organised by the orbit

flip ✬④➆ and the inclination flips ✬➧✭ for ✔➔ö ✑ .
Figures 9 and 10 were computed by starting from the orbit flip at ↔ ➡ ✘ ➠➡ ↕ ✕s↔❪✜ ✘ ✜ ↕ and

continuing the ✦ -homoclinic curve ➀ ✄⑧▼⑥♠⑤ with HOMCONT. At the point ↔❪✜➳✞✡✜☞Ü ✘ ✜✟✞ë✜☞☛☞✠❈✣✌Ü✌✜☞Ü☞Ü ↕ ,
we switched from the homoclinic orbit to the bifurcating periodic orbit ✦ ❵ for in-
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Fig. 8. The homoclinic-doubling cascade in Figure 7 drawn relative to the curve
③ ✄⑧▼⑥♠⑤ and

two consecutive enlargements drawn relative to
③ ☎⑧✙⑥♠⑤ and

③ ➄⑧▼⑥♠⑤ , respectively.

creasing ➠➡ . The curve ❽✽❾ ✄ was detected and this gave the opportunity to switch

to the
✑
-periodic orbit

✑ ❬
. This orbit was continued to the

✑
-homoclinic bifurcation

curve ➀ ☎⑤ . The corresponding
✑
-homoclinic orbit then undergoes an inclination flip

at ✬➈➇ . The results of the subsequent calculations follow exactly the same lines as

those in section 3.3. Both homoclinic-doubling cascades follow a sequence of ✬ -
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Fig. 9. A numerical picture of a homoclinic-doubling cascade in (1), where the primary

homoclinic orbit undergoes an orbit flip at ❻ ➆ . All other ❻ -points are inclination flips. See

the second row of Table 2 for the values of the other parameters.

type inclination flips after the initial homoclinic flip bifurcation ✬ü➆ .
Note the similarity with the inclination flip in Figure 7: a 180 degrees rotation of

Figure 8 looks practically the same as the respective picture in Figure 10. Again, the

self-similarity between succesive panels of Figure 10 is striking. This self-similarity

is further investigated in the next section.

4 Scaling laws and renormalization

Figures 8 and 10 in the previous section show that the homoclinic-doubling cas-

cade has a self-similar structure, and thus is governed by scaling laws. This be-

haviour was theoretically studied in [5] and [7]. In [5] a numerical investigation

is performed of a piecewise-linear vector field, which is complemented and com-

pared with results for an appropriate normal form, given by a one-dimensional uni-

modal map. The authors compare the scaling of the distances in parameter space

between successive ✬➧✭ -points with the Feigenbaum constant of ✝✟✞✡✠☞✠✌☛ ✑ ✞✏✞✏✞ [2]. In

[7] a renormalization theory is given for a family of one-dimensional unimodal

maps for ❨❤❬❫öÔ✦❀➣ ✑ and ❨❤❬➑✤❚✦❀➣ ✑ small (see Theorem 1), unfolding the equivalent

of a homoclinic-doubling cascade. It turns out that there are two unstable eigen-

values of the renormalization operator. (All infinitely many other eigenvalues of

the operator are strictly inside the unit disc.) These unstable eigenvalues are the
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Fig. 10. The homoclinic-doubling cascade in Figure 9 drawn relative to the curve
③ ✄⑧▼⑥♠⑤ and

two consecutive enlargements drawn relative to
③ ☎⑧✙⑥♠⑤ and

③ ➄⑧▼⑥♠⑤ , respectively.

two scaling constants in the homoclinic-doubling cascade; see [7] for details. The

first eigenvalue corresponds to the scaling of the “horizontal” distance between the

points ✬➈✭ and converges to 2 as ❨❤❬✪✩ ✦✶➣ ✑ [5,7] and to the Feigenbaum constant

4.6692 as ❨❤❬➧✩ ✦ [5]. The second eigenvalue governs the “vertical” contraction

in the direction orthogonal to the homoclinic curves, as we explain later in this

section. This constant goes to ✫ as ❨❖❬✍✩ ✦❀➣ ✑ [7]. The two unstable directions of
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the renormalization operator provide natural coordinates in which the renormaliza-

tion is a simple affine map of the bifurcation diagram of the homoclinic-doubling

cascade.

This paper is the first to investigate the homoclinic-doubling cascade for a smooth

vector field and thus to confirm the existence of the two different scaling constants

in practice. In this section the scaling constants are derived from our numerical

computations and a comparison is made with the theoretical values which may be

obtained from suitable one-dimensional maps.

To bring out these features and to facilitate the comparison with the results in [7],

we chose coordinates in parameter space that are approximations of the natural

coordinates of the renormalization analysis. This can be obtained by drawing the

homoclinic-doubling cascade relative to a smooth curve, also called the envelope,

that passes through all flip points ✬➧✭ and is tangent to all bifurcation curves at these

points. We approximated this envelope by cubic splines through the numerical data

of the locations of the points ✬✁� . Bifurcation diagrams relative to this spline curve,

together with one magnification for each, are shown in Figure 11 for the inclination

flip and in Figure 12 for the orbit flip. The dotted horizontal axis in these figures

corresponds to the spline we used. The respective boxes in panel (a) of Figures 11

and 12 are mapped by the renormalization operator onto the entire panel, as is

clear from the enlargements in panel (b) of these figures. This emphasizes that the

rescaling is an affine operation on in these coordinates. Two scaling factors are

involved, a horizontal and vertical one, and they are easily read off the axes of

the self-similar panels in these figures. The good agreement between the curves in

panels (a) and (b) shows that the approximate splines we chose are indeed suitable.

The first three columns of Table 3 give an approximation to the horizontal scaling

constant obtained from the data in Figure 11 for the cascade spawned from a pri-

mary inclination flip. To find this constant we considered the ✬④✭ -points on the hor-

izontal axis in Figure 11 and calculated ↔ ➢ ✗ ❯ ✄ ✤×➢ ✗ ❯ ☎ ↕ ➣➃↔ ➢ ✗ ✤×➢ ✗ ❯ ✄ ↕ for
✚ ✕ ✑➳✘ ✞✎✞✏✞ ✘ ✣

where ➢ ✗ is the ➢ coordinate of ✬ ➇✄✂ . These values converge to a scaling constant of

about ➥✟✞ëÜ . This value is well between
✑

and ✝➃✞✡✠✌✠☞☛ ✑ . Since in this case ❨❞❬ò✕ô✜✟✞✡➘☞✣
this is what is expected. The first three columns of Table 4 present the same nu-

merical data for the orbit flip case of Figure 12. For this case we were only able

to calculate the homoclinic-doubling cascade up to ✔❐✕Ô✦✏✠ . The resulting constant

is again close to ➥➳✞✡Ü . This is explained by the fact that both homoclinic-doubling

cascades consist of inclination flips for ✔➔ö ✑
.

The vertical contraction is the rate at which subsequent maxima of ➀ ☎✆☎⑧ decrease in

Figures 11 and 12. The maxima are collected in the first three columns of Tables 5

and 6. Although the two give similar results, it is difficult to give a prediction of the

final contraction factor; an estimate is about ✦✶✜ . This is due to the much stronger

contraction and, therefore, lost numerical accuracy in the computations. In [7] this

contraction was only predicted for eigenvalues ❨t❬ slightly larger than ✦❀➣ ✑ , where
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its rate goes to infinity as ❨❖❬➧✩ ✦❀➣ ✑ . However, through our numerical results, it

can be seen that the strong contraction is clearly also present for ❨t❬✍✕s✜✟✞✡➘☞✣ and is

indeed much stronger than the horizontal contraction in the sequence of successive✬ ➇✝✂ -points.

To close this section, let us look more closely at a comparison between these nu-

merically obtained scaling constants and those obtainable from the appropriate uni-

modal maps. In [5], a map governing a generic orbit flip is derived by looking

at a Poincaré mapping on a plane transversal to the homoclinic orbit. This two-

dimensional map can be further reduced to a one-dimensional map, essentially

because of the existence of a homoclinic centre manifold [23,24]. The resulting

“normal form map” is, for ❨❖❬♠❬ sufficiently large, given by the unimodal map [5]

✞✠✟☛✡✌☞ ✩ ✡ ✘ ✯✎✍✩ ↔ ✯ ✤ ✦ ➜ ❨❤❬❨❤❬ ✏ ↕ ✯✒✑✄✓▲➜ ✏ ✄ ☞ ✑ ✓
❨❴❬

➜✕✔ ✞ (3)

Here
✯

represents, modulo a scaling, a coordinate on the intersection between a

Poincaré section transversal to the homoclinic orbit and the center manifold
❦ ❬ ➪ ❵

.

The parameters ✏ and
✔

are such that
✞✗✖ ↔ ✏ ↕ ✕ ✜ and

✞ ↔ ✏ ↕ ✕ ✔
. The envelope going

through all the flip points corresponds to values of ↔ ✏ ✘ ✔ ↕ where the minimum of
✞

is equal to ✜ , hence
✔ ✕ï✜ on this curve. Moreover, ✏ and

✔
are approximations of

the natural coordinates of the renormalization operator mentioned before.

The interpretation of (3) is as follows. A homoclinic orbit corresponds to a periodic

orbit of
✞

which goes through the point ✜ . If it additionally goes through the mini-

mum of
✞

, that is, a value of ↔ ✏ ✘ ✔ ↕ such that both
✞ ✒ ↔ ✜ ↕ ✕ ✜ and

✞ ✖ ↔ ✞ ✒ ❯ ✄ ↔❪✜ ↕ ↕ ✕ ✜ ,
then this corresponds to an inclination flip ✬④✭ . There exists a homoclinic-doubling

cascade in the ↔ ✏ ✘ ✔ ↕ -plane; see [5]. In particular, ↔ ✏ ✘ ✔ ↕ ✕ ↔❪✜ ✘ ✜ ↕ corresponds to

an orbit flip. Since
✞

is unimodal and thus has only one minimum, in this case✏ ✕ ✞ ✒ ❯ ✄ ↔❪✜ ↕ and
✔ ✕✢✜ . For the value ❨❖❬ñ✕õ✜➳✞➴➘☞✣ which we used in our calcula-

tions in Section 3, we have calculated the sequence ✏ ✗ of ✏ -values corresponding

to ✬ ➇✝✂ for
✚ ✕ ✜ ✘ ✞✏✞✏✞ ✘ ✣ . The results are in the last two columns of Table 4. Note

that this sequence converges at a rate of ➥✟✞ëÜ☞✜ , which complies with the rates cal-

culated in [5]. The equation
✞ ✒ ↔ ✜ ↕ ✕ ✜ defines curves in the ↔ ✏ ✘ ✔ ↕ -plane which

correspond to all ➀ ✗⑧▼⑥♠⑤ curves where ✔ is a multiple of
✚
. The parameter ✏ is neg-

ative on these curves, so the minima of these curves correspond to maxima of the

associated curves for the vector field. These minima were found graphically and

are in the last two columns of Table 6. The respective scaling constant converges

to ✦✌✦☞✞✡✠ . All numerical data obtained from the map corresponds nicely with the nu-

merical data in the vector fields in the second and third column of Tables 4 and

6.

For the cascade spawned from an inclination flip a different map must be used for

modelling the initial homoclinic flip bifurcation. We derived this map in the same
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way as (3) was derived in [5] and it is, again for ❨❞❬♠❬ large enough, given by

✘ ✟☛✡✌☞ ✩ ✡ ✘ ✯✎✍ ✩ ✔➊➜ ✏ ☎ ✑✄✓ ✤ ✑ ↔ ✏ ✯ ↕ ✑✄✓ ➜➤✯ ☎ ✑✙✓ ✞ (4)

The parameters ✏ and
✔

have the same properties and interpretation as before, but

here ↔ ✏ ✘ ✔ ↕ ✕ ↔ ✜ ✘ ✜ ↕ corresponds to the primary inclination flip. The results of a

numerical analysis of this map are in the last two columns of Tables 3 and 5. They

reveal a scaling constant of ➥✟✞ëÜ☞✜ for the sequence ✏ ✗ of ✏ -values and of ✦☞✦☞✞✡✣ for the

minima of
✔

. Both scaling constants agree nicely with the data obtained from the

vector fields in the second and third column of Tables 3 and 5.

In summary, we have found the scaling constants for a smooth vector field and

they are in good agreement with the theory for one-dimensional maps. Notice that

the scaling constants of both
✞

and ✘ , that is, both the cascades where the primary

homoclinic bifurcation is an orbit flip and where it is an orbit flip, are the same as✔❜✩ ✫ . This is what we expected, because both cascades consist of a sequence of

inclination flips.

Vector field (1) Unimodal map ✚ in (4)

Point Position ❁ ✗ ❁ ✗ ❯ ✄ ✺ÿ❁ ✗ ❯ ☎❁ ✗ ✺ÿ❁ ✗ ❯ ✄ Position ✛ ✗ ✛ ✗ ❯ ✄ ✺✎✛ ✗ ❯ ☎✛ ✗ ✺✎✛ ✗ ❯ ✄❻ ➆ ✳✏✾❂✳❉❄✶✴✏✼❀✴✶❋ ✼
❻ ➇ ✳✏✾❂✳❉✵☞✳❉✵☞✳✛❆ ✳
❻ ➉ ✳✏✾❂✳❃✼❀❋✶❊✶✴❀■ ❆❈✾❘❊☞✳❃✼✓■ ✳✏✾❘❊✶❅✶❋✶❅❀■ ❆ ✳✏✾❳❆✓❋❀■✏❄✶❄
❻ ➋ ✳✏✾❂✳❃✼❈✳❉❄✎❆ ✳ ❆❈✾❘✵☞✳❉❋ ✳✏✾❘❄✏✼❀❄✶❊✶❄✶✴ ✴✌✾✿✼❀❊✎❆✶❆ ✳
❻ ➆✢✜ ✳✏✾❂✳❃✼✶✼❀❄✶❄✶❋ ✴✌✾❘❄☞✳ ✳✏✾❘❄❀■✌✳❉❄✶❋✶❋ ✴✌✾❘❋✶❄✎❆✓❅
❻✤✣ ➇ ✳✏✾❂✳❃✼✶✼✓■✏❋✏✼ ✴✌✾❘❅✶❊ ✳✏✾❘❄✶❅✶❅✶❋❀■✶■ ✴✌✾ë■ ❆✓❋✶❅
Limit ✳✏✾❂✳❃✼✶✼❀❊✶❊✶✴ ✴✌✾❘❅✏✼ ✳✏✾❘❄✶❄✎❆✓❋ ✴✌✾❘❅✏✼

Table 3

Scaling constant (accumulation rate) for the homoclinic-doubling cascade spawned from

a primary inclination flip for the eigenvalues used in this paper for (1) (second and third

column) and the map ✚ in (4) (right two columns). The values ❁ ✗ and ✛ ✗ are the ❁ - and ✛ -
coordinates of the respective points ❻✥� . The limits are approximate extrapolations. Notice

the good agreement of the scaling constants.

5 Conclusions

The numerical investigations in this paper confirm the theory of [6,19] and sup-

plement the numerical investigations in [5] about the existence of a homoclinic-

doubling cascade. Here, for the first time the cascade has been shown to exist in a

smooth vector field. We considered the two different cases where the primary ho-

moclinic orbit undergoes an inclination flip and where it undergoes an orbit flip. As
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Vector field (1) Unimodal map ✦ in (3)

Point Position: ✷ ✗ ✷ ✗ ❯ ✄ ✺ê✷ ✗ ❯ ☎✷ ✗ ✺ê✷ ✗ ❯ ✄ Position: ✛ ✗ ✛ ✗ ❯ ✄ ✺✎✛ ✗ ❯ ☎✛ ✗ ✺✎✛ ✗ ❯ ✄❻ ➆ ✼ ✼
❻ ➇ ✴✌✾❘❋✶✴✶✵✶✴❀■✏❄❲❙❀✳❃✼✌❯ ☎ ✼☞✾❘❊✶❅☞✳✛❆✓✵✏✼❀✵
❻ ➉ ❆❈✾❘❅✏✼❀❋✎❆✓✴✶❅❲❙❀✳❃✼✌❯ ☎ ✵✌✾ë■✶■ ❆❍■✌✳●■ ✼☞✾❘❄✶❋✎❆❀✼❀✴✶❄✶❋ ✵✌✾❳❆✓❄✶❄✶❋✶✴✏✼
❻ ➋ ❋✌✾❂✳❉✴✎❆✶❆✓❋✎❆❩❙❀✳❃✼ ❯ ☎ ✴✌✾❘❅✶❊✶❄✶✵✶❄ ✳✏✾✿✼❀✴✏✼❀❊☞✳❉❄✶❊ ✴✌✾❘❋✶❋✶❄✶❄✶✵
❻ ➆✢✜ ❋✌✾❘✵✶✵✏✼❀✴✶✵✏✼❱❙❀✳❃✼ ❯ ☎ ✴✌✾❘❅✶✴✶✵✶✵ ✳✏✾✿✼❀❋☞✳✶✳❉✵✎❆✓✴ ✴✌✾ë■✏✴✎❆❍■✏❊
Limit ❋✌✾❘✵✶❋➾❙❀✳❃✼ ❯ ☎ ✴✌✾❘❅✏✼ ✳✏✾✿✼❀❋✶❅✎❆✓❅ ✴✌✾❘❅✏✼❈✳

Table 4

Scaling constant (accumulation rate) presented as in Table 3 for the homoclinic-doubling

cascade spawned from a primary orbit flip.

Vector field (1) Unimodal map ✚ in (4)

Curve Maximum: ✷ ✗ Factor:
✷ ✗ ❯ ✄✷ ✗ Minimum: ✧ ✗ Factor:

✧ ✗ ❯ ✄✧ ✗③ ☎⑧ ❊✌✾❘✵✶❅✶✵➾❙❀✳❃✼ ❯ ➄ ✺◗✴✌✾ë■✎✼❀✴❀■✎✼❲❙✓✳❃✼ ❯ ☎③ ➄⑧ ❊✌✾❘❊☞✳●■✐❙❀✳❃✼✌❯✩★ ❄✌✾❳❆✓❄✎❆ ✺❿❆❈✾❘❄✶✴✶✵✶❄✶❋✍❙✓✳❃✼✌❯ ✆ ■❍✾❘❋✏✼❀❅✏✼❀❅③ ➍⑧ ❋✌✾❘✴✎❆❀✼✍❙❀✳❃✼✌❯✩✪ ✳❉✵✌✾❘✴✶❄ ✺❿❆❈✾ë■✶■✶■ ❆✓❅✍❙✓✳❃✼✌❯ ➄ ✳❃✼☞✾❘✴✶✵✶❋✎❆③ ✄ ✪⑧ ✺❿❆❈✾❘✵❀■✏❅✶❄✶✵✍❙✓✳❃✼✌❯✩★ ✳✶✳✏✾❂✳❉❊✶❋✶✵
Limit ✳✶✳✏✾❘❋

Table 5

Vertical scaling constant (contraction rate) for the homoclinic-doubling cascade spawned

from a primary inclination flip for the eigenvalues used in this paper for (1) (second and

third column) and the map ✚ in (4) (right two columns). The maxima ✷ ✗ for the vector field

are with respect to a suitable spline and the minima ✧ ✗ for the one-dimensional map are

with respect to to the ✛ axis. The limit is an approximate extrapolation. Note the similarity

between the third and the fifth column.

predicted by the theory, the two cases are similar, both in behaviour and in the shape

of the bifurcation diagrams, because all homoclinic flip bifurcations except (possi-

bly) the first one are inclination flips. Figures 7 and 9 clearly show how both kinds

of homoclinic-doubling cascades cause the death of a period-doubling cascade.

As already mentioned in Section 2, the homoclinic-doubling cascades investigated

in this paper arise in the unfoldings of codimension-three resonant homoclinic flip

bifurcations in which the eigenvalues are on the border between the ✬ and
❸

type

homoclinic flips; see [19]. To study these unfoldings, one can perform numerical

investigations on a sphere around this codimension-three point in parameter space.

This will be addressed in our forthcoming paper [29].

Using AUTO/HOMCONT it is relatively straightforward to find a codimension-
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Vector field (1) Unimodal map ✦ in (3)

Curve Maximum: è✷ ✗ Factor:
è✷ ✗ ❯ ✄è✷ ✗ Minimum: ✧ ✗ Factor:

✧ ✗ ❯ ✄✧ ✗③ ☎⑧ ✺❲✳✏✾❘❅✶✵✏✼✍❙❍✳❃✼✌❯ ✆ ✺❿❆❈✾❘❅✶✵✶✵✏✼✏❆❩❙❀✳❃✼✌❯ ☎③ ➄⑧ ✺❲✳✏✾❘❄✶❄✶❊➾❙❍✳❃✼ ❯ ➄ ❄✌✾❂✳✶✳❉❅ ✺◗✴✌✾❘❋✶❅☞✳❉❊✎❆❩❙❀✳❃✼ ❯ ✆ ✳❉✴✌✾❳❆✓❊✶✴✶✵③ ➍⑧ ✺❲✳✏✾❘❋✎❆✓❊➾❙❍✳❃✼✌❯✩★ ✳❉✵✌✾❘❄☞✳ ✺◗✵✌✾❘❄✎❆✓❋✶❄☞✳◗❙❀✳❃✼✌❯ ➄ ✳❉✵✌✾❂✳❉❋✶❅✏✼③ ✄ ✪⑧ ✺◗✵✌✾❘❋✶✵✎❆✓✴✶❄❲❙❀✳❃✼✌❯✩★ ✳✶✳✏✾❘❊✶❊✶❄✶❅
Limit ✳✶✳✏✾❳❆

Table 6

Vertical scaling constant (contraction rate) presented as in Table 5 for the homoclinic-

doubling cascade spawned from a primary orbit flip.

three resonant homoclinic flip bifurcation numerically. However, as we have shown,

finding actual homoclinic-doubling cascades involves many more steps. In Sec-

tion 3.2 we gave a general algorithm to find such cascades and similar bifurca-

tion structures. While this is a systematic approach, the switching between ✔ -

homoclinic and
✑ ✔ -homoclinic orbits involves several indirect steps. Namely, switch-

ing from a homoclinic orbit to its bifurcating periodic orbit, which after period-

doubling is continued back to a homoclinic-doubled orbit. Another algorithmic

strategy, direct branch-switching at a ✬ - or
❸

-type homoclinic flip point from an ✔ -

to a
✑ ✔ -homoclinic orbit, would be desirable. However, this idea is not as straight-

forward as it might sound, owing to the exponential closeness of the two bifurcation

curves in parameter space. Furthermore, the
✑ ✔ -homoclinic orbit in phase space is

very close to two copies of the original ✔ -homoclinic orbit. These issues will be

addressed in future work.

The theory [6,19] predicts that, in addition to a sequence of period-doublings,

saddle-node bifurcations of limit cycles and
✑✬✫

-homoclinic orbits for arbitrary ✭ ,

there must be a region with horseshoe dynamics (chaos). It is present in the region

in the lower left hand side corner of Figure 7 and in the top right corner of Figure 9,

past the homoclinic-doubling cascade. Also present are so called “bubbles” con-

sisting of homoclinic-doubling cascades where the primary orbit is an ✔ -homoclinic

orbit for arbitrary ✔ ➓ ✦ . This was not investigated in this paper, since we have con-

centrated only on the bifurcation curves of the homoclinic-doubling cascade itself.

It would be an interesting topic for future research to compare the strange attractors

inherent in the accumulation of period-doubling cascades with those predicted by

the homoclinic-doubling cascade normal forms given by one-dimensional maps.

It should be stressed that Sandstede’s model (1) was specifically constructed to con-

tain inclination flips and orbit flips and is not, as far as we know, a model for any

physical process. However, there are applications in which inclination flips occur,

for example, the ones mentioned in the introduction. Homoclinic-doubling cas-

cades are expected to occur in these applications, and this will also be addressed in
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5e-05

0.0001

1.1 1.105 1.11 1.115 1.12

Fig. 11. The homoclinic-doubling cascade in Figure 7 drawn relative to a spline through all

the ❻ -points, that is, in an approximation of the natural coordinates of the renormalization

operator. The box in panel (a), enlarged in panel (b), is taken to panel (a) by simple rescaling

of the horizontal and vertical axes. The respective scaling constants can be read off the axis

and are summarized in Tables 3 and 5.

future work. More generally, our motivation in studying Sandstede’s model was to

demonstrate an algorithmic approach for finding homoclinic-doubling cascades nu-

merically. The homoclinic-doubling cascade is a generic mechanism for the death

of a period-doubling cascade and as such should be found in many physical sys-

tems. Indeed, the ubiquity of period-doubling cascades is famous! We hope, there-

fore, to have provided the reader with a framework and numerical procedures to

find homoclinic-doubling cascades for themselves in models from many different

areas of applied science.
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